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Majoron models provide neutrino massesvia the spontaneousbreakingof a global U(1)
symmetry.However, it may be arguedthat all global symmetrieswill be explicitly violated by
gravitational effects. We show that it is possible to preservemost of the usual featuresof
majoronmodelsby invoking U(l)B_L to be a gaugesymmetryandaddinga secondsingletscalar
field. The majorongetsa small model dependentmass.The couplingsof majoronsto neutrinos
maybe of ordinarystrengthor maybe madearbitrarilyweak.We discussthe cosmologicaland
astrophysicalconsequencesof majoron models in the context of a model dependentmajoron
massandneutrinocoupling.For anappropriatechoiceof parametersmajoronscan play the role
of dark matter.

1. Introduction

Majoron models[1,21were designedto accommodatea wide rangeof neutrino
masses.In most theories, small neutrino massesare achievedvia the seesaw
mechanism[31.In grandunified models,seesawneutrinomassesare naturally of
order 10—2 eV or less,but in majoronmodelsthe scaleof lepton numberviolation
is left as a free parameter,and so larger neutrino massesare not implausible.
Anotherattractivefeatureof majoronmodelsis that theycontaina spontaneously
broken global symmetry, complete with a Nambu—Goldstoneboson, i.e., the
majoron. This allows for neutrinoswith mass greaterthan 30 eV to escapethe
constraintfrom the closuredensityof the Universe[41,sincethey may decayinto a
lighter neutrinoand a majoron.

Besidesallowing for neutrinomassandneutrinodecay,majoronmodelsleadto
a hostof othercosmological,astrophysical,andlaboratoryconsequences[5]. Since
the majoron couplesto neutrinosthere exist a numberof constraintsbasedon
possiblemajoronproduction in neutrino rich environments;e.g.excesscooling of
supernovacoresby majoronemission[61or, a majoroncontributionto the energy
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densityof the Universewhich could destroythe successfulpredictionsof big-bang
nucleosynthesis[71.Couplings to other standardmodel particles arise through
loops, which leads to constraintsbasedon the evolution of red giants [8] and

horizontal branchstars.Majoron models also possessglobal U(1) cosmic strings,
althoughwe know of no importantconsequencesof suchrelics. Finally, thereare a
number of laboratory experimentswhich are sensitive to majoron models. The
most importantexamplesare the width of the Z boson as measuredat LEP [9],

which eliminatesthe simplest of triplet majoron models[2]; and the absenceof
three-bodyneutrinolessdouble betadecayevents[10]. We mention thesefeatures

now becausethey illustrate the richness of majoron models, and they are all
modified by our attemptto reconcilemajoron modelswith short distancesymmetry
breakinginducedby gravitationaleffects.

A criticism of majoron modelsis that the global symmetryis not necessitatedby
the known particlespectrum.Although theremay be nothing wrong with this, it
has been arguedthat quantum gravitational effects should explicitly violate all
global symmetries[11]. Assumingthis to be true, a simplewayto savethe majoron
models is to ensurethat the global symmetry be accidental. This can be accom-

plishedif we gaugeU(1)BL andchoosethe quantumnumbersof the scalarfields
to ensurethat thereare no gaugeinvariant operatorsof dimension four or less
which break the accidentalsymmetry. The higher dimensionaloperatorswhich
explicitly breakthe accidentalU(1) will be suppressedby powersof M~1.

A small explicit symmetry breakinghas two immediately consequences.First,
the majoronwill acquirea small mass,which in turn has many astrophysicaland
cosmologicalimplications.Second,in a cosmologicalsetting, a U(l) symmetry that
is brokenboth spontaneouslyandexplicitly implies the formation of a networkof
stringsandwalls. The ability of this networkto dissipateplacesconstraintson the
details of the model.

In the usual majoron models there is a direct relationship betweenneutrino

massandthe coupling of neutrinosto majorons.In the presentcontexttheremust
be two scalarfields in order to breakboth the gaugesymmetryandthe accidental
global symmetry.Both must havechargeunderB — L, but only onemaycouple to
right-handedneutrinosto power the seesawmechanism.The majoron is predomi-
nantly the scalarwith the smallervacuumexpectationvalue(VEV). If the smaller
VEV is also associatedwith neutrinomasses,then the linear relationshipbetween
neutrino massand coupling to majorons is preserved;but if the larger VEV is
associatedwith neutrino massthe coupling to majoronswill be suppressedby a
ratio of small to largeVEVs.

This papergives an in-depth discussionof the issuesjust summarized.Sect.2
reviews the singlet majoron model and its phenomenology.Sect. 3 discussesone
way to build majoronmodelscontainingan automaticsymmetryto protectagainst
gravity. Sect.4 discussesthe cosmologicalconstraintsthat arise from giving the
majoron a mass.The possibility that majoronsplay the role of dark matteris also
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examinedin thissection.Sect. 5 is a discussionof the model constraintsthat arise
from a considerationof the string—wall network. Sects. 6 and 7 review the
constraint from big-bang nucleosynthesisand SN 1987A respectively.The last
sectioncontainsa brief summary.

Similar cosmologicaland astrophysicalanalyseshavebeenperformedfor axion
modelswith gravitationaleffects[12,13],andfor a broadclassof modelswhere the
massof the Goldstonebosonis due to instantoneffects in an unspecifiedstrongly

interactingsectorof the theory [141.The situation for axion models differs from
the majoron modelspresentedhere due to upper limits on the neutron electric
dipole moment,which placesevereconstraintson the strengthof explicit symmetry
breakingdueto gravitationaleffects. Thesetranslateinto severeconstraintson the
model, e.g. the lowest dimensionaloperator that is allowed from strong CP
considerationsis d = 10. No similar constraint existsfor majoron models,and so
d = 5 is viable.

The phenomenologyof textures [15] and neutrino masses[16] havealso been
reexaminedin the context of Planck suppressedsymmetry breaking. While this
work was in preparationwe becameawareof a paper by Akhmedov et al. [17]
which considerssome of the sameissuesas the presentpaperfor majoron physics.

2. The minimal majoron model

The simplest majoron model [1] is built by adding SU(l)L X U(1)~singlet

neutrinos(N’) * as well as a singlet scalar(~)to the spectrumof the standard
model. The singletscalar couplesonly to the singlet neutrinosbecauseit carries

lepton numberL = —2. The relevantpart of the lagrangianwhich carriesthese
extrafields is given by

Lnew= ~Ps~’i~IV~’+ V(H, ~)

+ [~A~yz\y(1+ y5)!\5’~+ ~A~i~(1 + y
5)I\5’H + h.c.}, (1)

where H denotesthe standardmodel Higgs doublet and i, j are generation
indices.We use four-componentmajoranaspinors(NC = N, vC + v), and assume,
for simplicity, that the YukawacouplingmatricesAW, A~

2~containno CP violating
phases.The Higgspotentialcan bewritten as

V K
1(HH

1 — 2)2 + K
2(HHt — — + K3(q~* — 12)2. (2)

If 4k1ic3> K~, then KH) = L’H and (4> = v. Utilizing the non-linearrealizationof

* We useprimes to denotethe interactionbasis for the neutrinosand leaveoff the primesto denote

the massbasis.
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the global symmetry,the scalarmay be written as

~=(p+L) exp(i~), (3)

wherethe majoronwill be x~and the real scalarpiecep will be massive.We can

eliminate the majoron field from the massmatrix by transformingthe neutrino
fields; ~5ç’—s exp(—ixy5/2v)N~’and v[ —s exp(ixy5/2L’)v,’; leaving

L = ~M11I\~’I\~.’+ 2m~~1ti~N1+

— ~‘Y~Ys~’)
+ 4L’ ‘ (4)

where

~ = VH, A4,~= i’, (5)

the subscriptD indicatesa Dirac massterm coupling i.” and N’, andwe havenot
written the coupling of neutrinos to p particles since we are not interestedin
theorieswhere the p is light. This will yield the following seesawmassmatrix

Lmass=~(ii’ N’)M(~1), (6)

where

0 rn,]/]
M= T (7)

mD/f M11

Upon diagonalizationthis mass matrix gives the usual seesawspectrumof three
light neutrinos(r’) with massesm,~ m~/Mand threeheavyneutrinos(N) with
masses0(M).

It waspointed out long ago [181that the massmatrix andthe majoroncoupling
matrix for the light neutrinoswill commuteup to O((mD/M)

4). Therefore,unless
we makethe heavyscaleL’ <0(100GeV) thelifetime of any neutrino v with mass
greaterthan 30 eV will be too long to avoid the constraint from the age of the

Universe,not to mentionthe moresevereconstrainton the lifetime from structure
formation [19]. As a result, it has beengenerallyacceptedthat additional Higgs
fields must be added in order to get viable models for neutrino decay [20].
However, it has been argued[211 that the result in ref. [18] doesnot hold in
general.Radiativecorrectionsmay generatefinite piecesof 0(m~/(8~2M2))to
the off-diagonalpart of the light neutrinocouplingswhich will not be the sameas
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Fig. 1. Leadingcontributionto

the correctionsof the off-diagonaltermsof the massmatrix ~. The light neutrino
lagrangianmay thenbe written with derivativecouplingsas

ax
L~= ~ + ~ (~i~y~i + ~ ~

1y~(g~1 + g~1.jjy5)~), (8)

where g~and ga could be of order 0(m
2/(8’rr2M2)) and there may be vector

off-diagonal couplings,but g~
1~= 0. The decayrate for the heaviestof the light

neutrinosinto a particularchannelis thengiven by

m m 2
F = ~ (-~) (g~1+ g~~1), (9)

where we haveneglectedthe massof the final stateneutrino.
In the singlet majoron model, coupling to other fermions arises through an

intermediateZ boson and a neutrino loop, see fig. 1. The electroncoupling in
pseudoscalarform is then

G Fmem

~ 16ir
2 (10)

The most importantconstraint on this coupling arisesfrom considerationof the
cooling of redgiant stars [8], ~

10—t3

3. The singlet majoron model with explicit symmetry breaking

Assumingthat short distancephysicsonly respectslocal gaugesymmetries,the
only way to haveNambu—Goldstonebosonsappearin the spectrumis to ensure

* It is also possibleto getrapid decayif onechoosestheglobal symmetry to be a linear combinationof

thelepton numbers(L~~r)asopposedto just L [22]. Rapid decayinto threeneutrinos is possiblein
modelswith Dirac neutrinomassesandextrasinglet scalarswhich do not acquireVEVs 123].
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that thereis an accidental(clearly a misnomerin thiscase)symmetry.Thereis no
way to preventoperatorswhich breakthe accidentalsymmetryfrom appearingat
somelevel, butwe can arrangefor theseoperatorsto havedimensiongreaterthan
four. In this casethe symmetrybreakingoperatorswill be suppressedby powersof
M~1and a small massis inducedfor the Nambu—Goldstoneboson.

To accomplishthis for majoronmodels,we gaugeU(1)BL and include in the
spectrumtwo singlet scalar fields. The first, çb1, plays a similar role to 4i in the

singletmodel of sect.2. This field hasB — L quantum numberq1 = 2, allowing it to
havea Yukawa coupling with the singlet neutrinos.The U(l)BL chargeof the
additional scalar field, 42’ is chosen such that the lowest dimensional B — L
invariant operatorwhich breaksthe accidentalU(1) has dimensiongreater than
four. To leave mattersas generalaspossiblewe allow 42 to havefractionalB — L
charge. As such, there will be several different models possible for a given
dimension;for example,q2 = ~, ~, 3, or 8, will result in a dimension-fiveoperator
suppressedby onepowerof M~1.As examplesof q2 assignmentsthat do not work,

a2 = 1 or 4 allow a Planck scale cubic term in the lagrangianand the global
symmetrywould disappearentirely from the low energylagrangian.

We write the lowest dimensionalsymmetrybreakingterm as

“ * 2

L5B= gravi2 +h.c., (11)
p

1

where ~grav is the dimensionlessstrength of the operator, d = n + n
2 is the

dimensionof the symmetrybreakingoperator,and n1 andn2 are integers.Gauge
invarianceimposesthe constraint

n1q1—n2q2=0, (12)

andto ensurethat d> 4 we require

aq1—bq2�’O: ifa+b<4; a,bEintegers. (13)

By choosing an appropriateHiggs potential both singletswill receivevacuum

expectationvalues, t,1 and L’2 respectively.Given that B — L is a local gauge
symmetry therewill be a lower bound on the Z’ massof 0(300 GeV) which, for
reasonableU(1)BL gaugecouplings,will also be a lower bound on the larger of

the two singlet VEVs. Had we chosento gaugean anomalyfree combinationof
lepton numbersthis constraintwould be relaxed[241.

Upon symmetry breaking,one combination of the phasesof the singlets be-
comesthe longitudinalpart of the Z’ gaugeboson,while theorthogonalcombina-
tion becomesthe majoron,

— I

(14)
2 2 2 2 /2(a2t’2 +q1 i’~)
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The diagonalmajoroncouplingsto the light neutrinosaregiven in the pseudovec-
tor form as

= ~ ~ (15)

where the first factor accountsfor the mixing of ~ and fr2 in eq. (14), and for
convenience,we define

2 — 16
Leff~ q~v~+q~L’ ( )

The explicit symmetrybreakingwill induce a massfor the majoron,

V’~V~’2 n2n1
=

2ggrav ~,çd—4 2 (17)
~ q2qI~~ff

The couplingsof other fermionsto the majoronarisefrom the samediagramas
in the simplemodel of sect.2. At first it might appearthat onecould replacethe Z
bosonby a Z * boson,while at the sametime replacingthelight neutrinoloop by a
loop with a heavysinglet neutrino. If such diagramsexistedthey would dominate
over theZ exchangeby a ratio of heavyto light neutrinomasses,however,onecan
show that such contributionsvanish. First, the ~—Z’ mixing (through a heavy

singlet neutrino loop) cannot lead to an fy
5fx vertex since B — L is a vectorial

symmetry. There will be Z—Z’ mixing at one-loopvia the exchangeof charged
fermionsand,sinceZ coupling to matter is parity violating,Jy5fx maybe induced
as a two-loopeffect. However,such diagramsalso give vanishingcontribution.This
is bestseenby working in the Landaugauge,wherethe gaugebosonpropagatoris
purely transverse.There is no ~—Z’ or ~—Z mixing in this gauge,so only the
unphysical Higgsmay contribute;but this scalar is necessarilyan SU(

2)L singlet
(sinceit hasto couple to the heavysinglet neutrino)andso hasno coupling to the
standardmodel fermions.

The constraintfrom coupling majoronsto ordinarymatteris thereforethe same
as in the simplestmodel,with theexceptionthat eventhis mild constraintdoesnot
hold if mE � 10 keV, since the majoronswill be too heavyto be produced in red
giant cores.

4. Majoron contributions to the energy density

In theories where a global symmetry is broken spontaneouslyas well as
explicitly by a term with a relatively small coupling,thereare two contributionsto
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the energydensityin Goldstonebosons,the thermalproductiondueto interactions

with the otherparticlesin the mediumandacoherentoscillationof the Goldstone
field if the initial angleof that field doesnot align with the direction of explicit
symmetrybreaking.The coherentcontributionmay be enhancedby the presence
of stringsand walls associatedwith spontaneoussymmetry breaking,or may be
suppressedby an inflationaryepoch.Both termsmay be alleviatedif the Goldstone
bosonsdecayrapidly.

We begin by summarizingthe cosmologicalhistoryof the model. For this task it
is convenientto referto the scalarfields by the magnitudeof their VEVs, in which
casewe will refer to the smaller VEV (and its field) by the subscript a and the
largerVEV by the subscript b. It may be that a 1, indicating the scalarfield that
couplesto neutrinos,or that a 2, dependinguponthe scenario.Then, the larger
of the VEVs, ‘h’ is establishedfirst, the associatedscalar is “eaten” by the
U(1)BL gaugefield, andthe Z’ getsa mass.At this time a set of local U(1) gauge
stringswill form.

When the remainingglobal U(1) symmetryis broken, v~is establishedand the
majoronbecomesa light degreeof freedom,breakingthe global symmetry results
in a set of global cosmicstrings.Additionally, the local gaugestringspresentfrom
the breaking of U(l)BL may become catalysissites for another set of global
strings.

The majoron has a small mass (eq. (17)) which is presentimmediatelyat the
breakingof ~ This massbecomesdynamicallyimportantat a time labeledby the
temperatureTa,, definedby

ifl~3H(Tm), (18)

where H is the expansionrateof the Universe.It is possiblethat mx > H at the
timewhen c’5 is established,in which caseTm L~a~In either case,two thingsoccur
at Tm. First, onemayexpectacontributionto the energydensityfrom a non-ther-
mal populationof long-wavelengthcoherentmajorons.Second,the global cosmic
stringsbecomethe edgesof dynamicallyimportantdomainwalls, whosethickness
is of order l/m~.Dependingupon detailsof the model thesestring—wall networks
may or may not go away.

At first the majoron field should be thermally coupledto the plasmathrough
scattering processes,but at some time (labeled by the temperature Td) the
majoronswill decouple.It is possiblethat decaysand inversedecaysmay recouple
the majorons to the plasma at a later date. The rate of inverse decays in a
relativistic plasmais Txmx/T,whereasthe expansionrate is T

2/M~
1.Eviden-

tially, inversedecayscanbring a speciesbackinto equilibrium at low temperatures
— dependingon the interactionstrength.If the majoron—neutrinocouplingis weak
then full equilibrium will not be achieveduntil the majoronsare non-relativistic —

at which time their energydensity will be dumpedinto neutrinosbut back-reac-
tions will be unimportant.Of course,this may occurafter the presentepoch.
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4.1. THERMAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE ENERGY DENSITY

If the majorons are lighter than a few eV their thermal contribution to the
energydensitywill notbe significant,but a largermassis certainly possiblein the
presentcontext.The energydensityin a thermalrelic populationof majoronsis

~(3) ~
pth=nthmx=-~—~-Txmx, (19)

where is the “temperature”of the majorons.Generally,T~will differ from the
photontemperatureby a factor R~,in which casethethermal relic densitycanbe
given in terms of the critical densityfor closure,Pcrit’ as

Pth m R3
= 19.8~-4~.-~f, (20)

where h
0 is the expansionrate in units of 100 km/s Mpc, and we used a

microwave background temperatureof 2.74 K. If the Universe has expanded
adiabatically since the majorons decoupled,and light neutrinos are the only
non-photonicspeciespresenttoday then

R~=(~)3= ~ gy+g~+g~~5.8x10
2, (21)

T~ gy+ge g,~

where g
7 = 2, ge = ~, g~= 4~,and g,~is the total numberof relativistic degreesof

freedomotherthan majoronsat the time that the majoronsdecouple.
As will be shownbelow,for mostscenariosdecouplingmaybe expectedto occur

soonafter 4a developsa VEV. At first the self-couplingsof the majoronsand p
particles and their coupling to singlet neutrinos may be expectedto keep the
majoronsin equilibrium. If Fe and Ub are not too dissimilar, the B — L gauge
interactionswill couple the singlet neutrinos, majorons and p particles to the

ordinarydegreesof freedomin the plasma.However,all theseparticles,exceptfor
the majoron,presumablyhavemassesof order Va or v6, andwill soonfreezeout

of the primordial plasma.After they freezeout the only way to avoid decouplingis
through the light neutrinos.The most direct reaction to maintain equilibrium is

~ xx through t-channel exchangeof a neutrino. The cross section for this

processis given by

1 m~ q2v~~~

(22)

This result applies in the limit where the p particlesare much heavierthan the
momentumexchangein the reaction. The last factor arisesfrom projecting the
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majorononto the scalarfield that couplesto the neutrinos.Allowing this factorto
be of order unity, the decouplingpoint is given by

1eV 2

_=102(~_) (1GeV) (23)

Unless i~ is quite small and the neutrino massesare large the light neutrinos
cannotkeepthe majoronsin equilibrium after the phasetransition. The converse
of this is that the constrainton majoron modelsfrom big-bangnucleosynthesisis
fairly weak (see sect. 6). Thus, exceptfor exceptionalcircumstances,it is reason-
ableto assumethat the majoronsdecouplesoonafter the phasetransition.

Eq. (20) is valid only so long as the majoronsare stable.However, if majorons
havea massthen they may decaywith a rate

(24)

where

LI q
2lCf (25)

is the diagonal coupling to neutrino i in its pseudoscalarform. The sum is over
neutrinospecieslighter than the majoron.Off-diagonalcouplingsare presumably
less important.The decayrate dependson the light neutrinomasses,which arise
throughthe seesawmechanism.Phenomenologicalconstraintson neutrinomasses
will imposeconstraintson the majoron decayrate.

Somegeneralremarks:(a) If neutrinomassesare small enough,then majorons
are stable for all practical purposes.(b) If the majoronsdecaywell after they
becomenon-relativistic, thedecayneutrinoswill contributeto the energydensityin
radiation,andthis canproducea conflict betweentheoriesof galaxyformationand
limits on the fluctuationsin the temperatureof the cosmicbackgroundradiation.
In the extremecasethe densityof decayproductscanoverdosethe Universe.(c) If
the majoronsdecaytoo quickly then inversedecaysmay recouplethe majoronfield

to the plasmabeforenucleosynthesisbeginsat a time of about 1 s, or a tempera-
ture TBBN 1 MeV. In this casean excessof

4He will be produced(seesect.6). (d)
If majorons are more massive than about 10 MeV then their decay before

nucleosynthesis(more specifically — before the neutrinos decouple) poses no
significant cosmologicalproblemsother than a potential increasein entropy and
consequentdilution of baryonnumber.

Let us investigatethe possibility that relic majoronsform warm darkmatter. As
an example,considerthe casewhere the two VEVs are comparable,~‘I = ~2 =

We vary q
2, the B — L chargeof ~ so as to get the appropriatedimension
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operator. To get the majoron to be warm dark matter we want the mass of the
majoron to be of order 1 keV. Using eq. (17) and assuming a dimensionless
strengthof order unity for the explicit symmetry breaking, we find a relation
betweenv andthe dimensionof the operator,

1) 19(d—4)—12
logio( 1 GeV) d — 2 (26)

The decayratewill be given by eq. (24). If we scaleto a neutrinomassof 10 eV,
keepthe majoronmassat 1 keV, anddrop the numericalfactor(q~v~ff/vj)2then
the majoron lifetime is

/ v 2 10eV 2keV
3>< i0~I s. (27)

X \TeV m~ mx

If d = 5 then u ‘-~ 200 GeV andthe lifetime is aroundiO~s. Majorons havemass
but decay quickly so they do not constitute dark matter. For keV majorons, their

decay rate lies in an acceptablewindow which posesno problems for galaxy
formation or for nucleosynthesis. If d = 6 then v 3 X 10~GeV andthe lifetime is
around 3 X 1012 s. This decay rate is troublesomefor galaxy formation, but a
modest decrease in the heaviest neutrino mass would allow the majoron to be
sufficiently stable to be dark matter. For d = 7 we find v = iO~GeV and lifetimes
longer than the age of the Universe, so majorons can play the role of warm dark
matter in such models. Higher d also admit a value of (23~‘~ 1 in stable thermal
relics. Clearly, we could vary the ratio of the two VEVs, the dimensionless strength
of the gravitational operator, etc., providing even more flexibility to the models.

Let us look at the d = 5 case a little more closely. This can be achieved by
q

1 = 2 and q2 = ~-, ~, 3, or 8. Let us concentrate on q2 = ~, and still take the two

VEVs to be the same. Assuming that both VEVs develop before the standard
model breaks from SU(2) x U(1)~ down to U(1)em, so that g~= 67~, we find
Rx = 0.058. For a Hubble parameter of h = 0.5 (where h is H in units of 100 km/s
Mpc) and a majoron mass of m~= 53g~ keV (v/i TeV)

3”2 this gives 11x =

242~ (v/i TeV)3~2, if the majorons were stable. However, with these parame-
ters anda 30 eV neutrinomass,the lifetime of the majoronsis of order i0~s.

Coincidentally,the temperatureof the Universeat iO~s is of order 10 keV, so
the majoronswould be mildly non-relativisticwhen they decay.The decayneutri-
nos would be slightly more energeticthan the blackbody neutrinos,but not so
much as to posea problemfor galaxy formation.However, asAkhmedovet al. [17]
point out, if one assumesan upperlimit on the neutrinomassof roughly 30 eV,
then this argumentyieldsan upperlimit to the VEV, v ~ 10 TeV. Both mx and Tx

increasewith v and so the presentdensity in relativistic decay neutrinos also
increases;which eventuallycreatesa problemfor galaxyformation.In that analysis
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there is only one VEV, but in our models there is more flexibility. By separating v1
and v2 and choosingdifferent B — L charges one can maintain a short majoron
lifetime while increasingmx. For example, in the toy casewe choseq1 = 2 and

a2 = ~- so that varying i~ and v2 independently(but keeping i~ <v2, so that
teff v~)gives

i I/2~,2
mx 2 , (28)

8ir L’

1 2

Tx~~ — . (29)
mx m,,

As v2 is raised the majoron mass increasesbut the lifetime shortenssince the

neutrinocouplingshaven’t beenaltered.The energyin relativistic decayproducts
increasesmore slowly. Thereis still a prohibitedregionfrom BBN considerations,
0.1 MeV ~ mx < 10 MeV, but generallyniore massivemajoronsarestill viablein a
model with two VEVs.

Another interestingcaseoccurswhen the heaviestneutrino has a masschosen

to solve the solarneutrinoproblemvia the MSW mechanism[25], m~,‘~ 1025 eV.
the majoron lifetime would be around 1012 s in such a model. This value is

somewhatuncomfortable — the decay products would be relativistic and the
Universewould be dominatedby radiationfor a period late in its history, making a
consistenttheory of galaxy formation more difficult. To rectify this, it would be
desirable to make the majoron lighter and longer lived than the age of the
Universe.This could be accomplishedby increasingv1 while holding v2 fixed and

the neutrino massesconstant.This would decreasethe majoron mass and their
coupling to neutrinos.

Finally, oneof the main motivationsfor majoronmodelsis to allow for neutrino
massesin excessof 30 eV. The presenceof the masslessmajoron allows the heavy
neutrinoto decayinto a lighter neutrinoanda majoronwith a short lifetime. The
issue of off-diagonal couplingsmay be addressedby invoking radiative loops, or
enlargingthe model to include extra scalar fields so that the massand coupling
matrices are not nearly proportional. With the considerationof gravitational
effects one may expect the majoron to get a mass,perhapsin the keV region.
Neutrinosheavierthan the majoron may still decay into a majoron and a lighter
neutrino,but neutrinoslessmassivethan the majoron,andyet more massivethan
30 eV haveno obvious decaychanneland would presenta cosmologicalproblem.

4.2. COHERENTOSCILLATIONS

The small explicit breaking of a spontaneously broken global symmetry leads to
a coherent oscillation of the Goldstone field around its minimum. This phe-
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nomenon is well known in axion models [261and leads to a constraint on the axion

decay parameter,f~.If gravitational effects explicitly break the Peccei—Quinn
symmetry in an axion model, then the energy in coherentoscillations is smaller

than that in thermal axions unless the explicit symmetry breakingoperatorshas
d ~ 10 [12,13].The models considered here are similar except for the present two
VEVs, but we will show that the second VEV can only make the coherent

oscillationsless important.
The majoron field is static until the mass becomes greater than the expansion

rate of the Universe, m~= 3H(Tm).The energy density in majorons at that time is

Pmis = ~ q2alveff (30)

where Xo is the initial misalignment angle, presumably of order unity. These
coherent oscillations have a wavelength which is greater than their Compton
wavelength and the energy density scales as non-relativistic matter. Taking into
account the expansion of the Universe from Tm until today yields

3/4 m’~
2v22x~7><1020~i GeV5~’2n

2n1’ (31)

where g~is the number of equilibrated degrees of freedom at Tm.

To compare the thermal relic and coherent energy densities we compare their
contributions to the majoron number density at the temperature Tm. Dropping all
dimensionless factors, the ratio is given by

n m v

2 v (lO—d)/4 v

R = —2~i.~ x eff — 132— n~h m/M~i” — ‘~‘pI

where we have used Tm (m~M~i)~2in the first relation; and eq. (17) for the
majoron mass and eq. (16) for Feff in the second. Note that the result depends only
on the relative magnitude of the VEVs and not on which one couples to neutrinos.
The power (10 — d)/4 is the same as in the axion result. The extra ratio of VEVs
reflects the fact that a large Lb will increase mx without affecting ~ but this can

only reduceR~.Finally, for d = 5 (and maybe for d = 6) Tm Feff~i.e. the majoron
mass is greater than the expansion rate at the moment of the phase transition. In
this case Rf, mx/veii, and, again, misalignment is unimportant. Thus, the
misalignment energy is only important if the dimension of the gravitational
operatoris d ~ 10.

Eq. (31) may needto be modified to accountfor the majoronsthat arisefrom

cosmic strings. Following the arguments made by Davis and Shellard [27] for axion
models, the presence of global strings may be expected to increase the number of
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majorons in the coherent field by perhaps an order of magnitude due, primarily, to
the logarithmic divergence in the string tension of global strings. However, this

conclusiondependson the spectrumof Goldstonebosonsradiatedfrom cosmic
string loops at the time when T= Tm [281.A conclusionto the argumentawaits a
definitive numerical analysis of the radiation spectrum.

The derivation of eq. (31) also assumed that the initial misalignment angle was
of order one. If there were an inflationary epoch between the breaking of the
global U(1) symmetry and Tm then the majoron field could be correlated over
horizon size regions and could, by chance, be near its minimum. This would yield a
reduction in the misalignment energy density from the estimate in eq. (30) due to a
suppressionof x0~The reductionis limited by quantumfluctuationsin the majoron
field during the inflationary epoch to a factor of order (H1/I’eji)

2, where H
1 is the

expansionrate during inflation. One must also check that isocurvaturedensity
perturbations induced by these fluctuations are not in conflict with observationsof
the cosmic microwave background radiation.

One may wonder if the presenceof a small explicit symmetry breaking can
cause the initial angle of the majoron field to lie near the minimum of the majoron

potential, i.e. xt 0. The sameissue is relevantfor the questionof the formation
of majoron strings and domain walls (see below). Webelieve the answer is no, the
angular minimum is not strongly preferred. The essential point is that the radial
gradient of the potential will be much greater than the angular gradient caused by
the explicit symmetry breaking, see fig. 2. Once a VEV has been established, it will
roll radially outward much faster than it can slip sideways. The one possibility

seems to be that the tilt causes the VEV to be established in a direction aligned
with the explicit symmetry breaking, so that the radial roll of j takes one directly
to the global minimum. To studythis, we considera first order phasetransition
which proceeds through the formation of bubbles, which may form by quantum
tunneling or by thermal fluctuations. We discuss the tunneling case first and

commenton thermalfluctuationslater.
The rateof bubbleformationdependsupon the action to form a bubbleof zero

energy, which in turn depends upon the amount of supercooling and the shape of

Fig. 2. Scalarpotentialshowingsmall explicit breaking.
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the potential. Dimensional analysis suggeststhat the action for a critical size
bubble is

cr
4

AC—RV~R~U-~ 3~ (33)

where R~‘~ o-/z~Vis the radius of a critical size bubble, ~V is the potential
difference between the false and true vacua, a- v2/l v(L1V)~2 is the
surface tension on the bubble, I — v/(~V)t/2is the surface thickness, and v is the
magnitude of the VEV to be established after the phase transition. The formation
rate perunit volume scalesas

F~—R~4exp(—A~). (34)

This rate should be compared to the expansion rate of a horizon volume, H4.
Now, even though the prefactors may have ratios of large numbers such as M~I/T,

this comparisonwill be dominatedby the exponential.When supercoolingfirst
begins ~1Vwill be quite small, the action for bubbleformation will be large, and
bubble formation will be slow comparedto the expansionrate. However, as the
Universe continuesto expand and supercool, iV will increase and A~will
decrease.Eventually,A~will be of order a few hundredandbubble formationwill
becomerapid. The significantpoint for us is that by the time this happensthe tilt

of the potential will be rather small, E <<z.tV. As a result the action to form a
critical bubble with the majoron field at a local maximum will be of order
R~(E+ ~V) whereasthe action to form a bubble at the global minimum of the

potential energy is just R~z1V.Since bubble formationproceedswhen A~ a few
hundred, we require that E/LIV—’ i0~ in order to significantly bias bubble
formation.Since ~V is of order Ay4, this requiresa very small self-couplingfor the
scalar fields, which in the context of a renormalizableU(1) local gaugetheory is
not natural.We concludethat for the caseof quantumtunnelingthe majoronfield
is randomlyalignedwith respectto the explicit symmetry breaking.

The thermal fluctuation case is similar. Insteadof consideringexp(—Ar), one
considersexp(—pF~),where F~is the free energy of a thermalfluctuation forming
a bubble for which the energy is maximal, dE/dR = 0. Which processdominates
depends on the ratio I3FC/AC, which in turn depends on the details of the theory.
Generally, the transition for a weakly self-coupledscalar field should be domi-
natedby thermal fluctuations,whereasfor a stronglycoupledfield the tunneling
processshouldwin out. In either case,the explicit breakingdueto gravity should
not be important. Therefore, for a first order phasetransition, even thoughthe
majoron mass may be greater than the expansionrate at the time of symmetry
breaking,therewill not be any suppressionof the coherentenergydensitydueto a
physical alignment of the majoron field along a preferred direction, and eq. (31)

may be used.
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As with the thermalmajoronsthereis thepossibility of majorondecay;however,
if we confineourselvesto the casewhere the coherentenergy is more important

than the thermalenergywe can showthat majorondecayis not a relevantissue.By
usingthe ratio of coherentto thermalmajorondensities,R,,~,given in eq (32), we

canexpressthe majoronmassas

io
mx = R~ x GeV. (35)

Using this form in eq.(31) gives

= 1055Q~/2R/4GeV. (36)

To maximize the decayratewe take the neutrino massto be comparableto the
majoronmass,take v

1 = veff, andfind

10’
7R~~2

Tx� Q5/2 (37)

Decreasingthe lifetime requireseither a largevalue of 12x with a corresponding
unacceptable density of decay neutrinos, or requires making a thermal density of

majoronsin excessof the coherentdensity.

5. Majoron stringsand walls

In the modelspresentedhere there are several types of topological defects
which may occur. When U(1)BL breaks,a set of local cosmic strings forms with
string tension p.

6 — i’~. Wecall these type-b stringssince theyhavea defect in the
field 4h~Later,whenT — va, the secondU(1) breaksandtype-aglobal stringsform
with /~a— i’~. At the sametime, type-b stringsdevelopa defect in L’a with winding
numberadjustedto minimize the energy in the angulargradientsof the fields.
Sincethereis explicit symmetrybreakingin our models,at the time ~ one expects
domain walls to form with surfacetension a- — mxv~)..Thesedomain walls may
exist as isolated surfacesor be boundedby strings, if mx > H(v(,) thesewalls will
exist from the momentthat majoronsexist, but otherwisetheyform at a later time.

The fate of the string—wall network dependsupon how many walls are con-
nected to the various types of strings. If either the type-a or the type-b strings
comewith a singlewall attached,then the systemcandissipateby self-intersections
[29]. If, however,both typesof stringshavea numberof walls N~,11>1, then the
stringscannotannihilateand thewalls mayeventuallydominatethe energydensity
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of the Universe. The energy density in a single wall stretching acrosstodays’
horizon is

~waII - H2M
1 - (38)

A single wall stretching acrossthe horizon would be likely to contribute to the
quadrupolemomentof the microwavebackground,and so it seems reasonable to
require ~waII ~ iU~. The resulting constraint, mxve

2ff ~ i0~ GeV3 is much
strongerthan that which follows from the coherentenergydensity(eq. (31)), and
somewhatstrongerthan the constraint from thermal relics, dependingon the
magnitudeof veff. For example,it is violated by sevenordersof magnitudefor
the toy model used in the presentationof the thermal relics. If majoronsare to
makea significant contributionto (2, the model mustbe definedso that Nwaii = I
for some set of strings. On the other hand,it is not difficult to suppressmx by

sufficient powers of M~
1in order that majoron walls pose no problem.

Constructingmodelswhere Nwaii = 1 for either type-a or type-b stringsmay be
accomplishedby an appropriatechoice of the B — L charges q,~ and q,~. The
problem is identical to that consideredin ref. [13] for a classof axion models,sowe
summarizethat analysis.The energydensity in the majoronfield arounda string is
proportional to

2ax 2 2
~(q6wa+qaw6) ‘~(n6w6+nawa)‘ (39)

where Wa andWb are the winding numbersfor ~ and 4~b respectively. Recall that
na/nb = qb/qa, with both na andn6 chosento be integerswith no commonfactors
other than one.At the sametime, the numberof walls is given by the numberof
maximain the gravitationally inducedpotential (eq. (11)),

NwaII = n6w6+ nawa. (40)

Therefore,minimizing the field energyreducesthe numberof walls to a minimum
as well.

For minimal type-b stringswe havew6 = 1, and Wa is chosento minimize the
gradient energy;while for type-a strings w6 = 0 and Wa = 1. There are three
possibilitiesfor achievingstringswith but one wall. (a) If n6 = 1, type-b strings
havew~= 0 and one wall. (b) Similarly, if n~,= 1, then type-a strings havea single
wall. (c) It is possible for na ± 1 and n6 ~ 1 but to still have that that Wa which
minimizes eq. (39) results in a single wall; e.g. if aa = 2 and q6 = ~, then n6 = 5,
na = 3, and Wa = 2.

Even if the network can dissipate,there is an additional constraint that this
happensquickly enough.The systemcannot dissipateuntil the energyin walls is
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comparableto the energy in strings. If the string energydominates, then small
loopsof stringthat intersectwalls result in holeswhich are subcritical in size; i.e.
they do not expandto eat up the wall, but ratherthe hole shrinks and fills in. In

order to get dissipationthe critical sizeholemustbe less than the horizonsize. For
type-b strings, this occurs when (v6/i’a)

2(H/mx)> 1. This may be later than the
time when the majoron massfirst becomeseffective dueto the differencein the
magnitudeof the VEVs that control the characteristicsof the walls andthe strings.
If this time occursafter the time of matter—radiationdecoupling,and v

1, ~ 1016

GeV, then the stringsstill presentat that time will causeexcessfluctuationsin the
microwavebackground.

There are additional constraintsthat arise from the decay products of the
stringsandwalls. For example,therearethe majoronscreatedin the dissipationof
the type-astrings, which strengthenthe constraintfrom the misalignmentenergy,
eq. (31). Other examplesconcern the type-b strings. After they first form and
beforethey get dressedup with a majoroniccocoonat T— vi,, a scalingsolution is
establishedand presumablymaintainedby the radiation of gravitons. Requiring
that the graviton energynot contributetoo much densityduring nucleosynthesis
provides a constrainton ~‘h~ ~h ln(v,,/L’~)� l0~ GeV [30]. Similarly, if na =

type-bstringsdevelopno walls at all for Wa = —n1,. In this case the number density

of type-b stringsis alwaysdeterminedby a scaling solution. Requiringthat density
fluctuations induced by these strings do not causeexcess fluctuations in the
microwavebackgroundimplies i.’1, ~ 10’~’GeV.

6. Thermal majoronsand nucleosynthesis

If majoronsare in thermal equilibrium at T= 1 MeV they will contributeto the
energydensityan amount equivalentto ~ of a neutrinospecies.However, Walker
et al. [31] argue that basedon a determinationof the primordial Helium abun-
dancethe excessenergy densitycannot exceedthe standardcosmologyby more
than0.3 species,i.e. ~NBBN,, <0.3. As pointedout earlier thereare two ways for
neutrinosto comeinto equilibrium — eitherthrough scatteringeventsor through
decaysandinversedecays.Bertolini andSteigman[7] haveexaminedthe scattering
casefor the simplesingletmodel discussedin sect.2. Using thecrosssectionof eq.
(22)we adapttheir result to the model in sect.3 andfind

m GeV 2 2e <4.6x10
5 (41)

MeV 1I

where the last factor accountsfor the fact that the majoron does not necessarily
couple to the neutrinos.If eq. (41) is satisfiedthe majoronsfreeze out before
T — 100 MeV and, as a result, the entropy releasedwhen the pions and muons
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freezeout dilutesthemajoronsandtheir contributionto thedensity is less than0.3
neutrinospecies.If the majoronsfreezeout later they sharein the entropy release

andthe Helium abundancedoesnot comeout right.
The other constraint comes from decaysand inverse decays [32]. As a safe

constraint, we require that inversedecayscomeinto equilibrium afterthe tempera-
ture dropsbelow 5 MeV. If the majoronscomeinto equilibrium before that, then
we can be sure that they would share in the entropy of the Universe before
nucleosynthesisbegins and before the neutrinos themselvesfreeze out. If the
inversedecaysdo not becomeeffective until later they will only sharethe neutrino
energydensity. The effectson Helium production are more difficult to calculate
(see,for example,Dodelsonand Turner [331for a discussionof the subtletiesin
phasespacedistributionsduring neutrino freezeout). We thereforetake as an
approximatecondition

m
F. <H(5 MeV) (42)

‘3 x 5 MeV —

where the subscript i indicateseitherneutrinoor majorondependingupon which
is heavier, F, is the decayrate at rest, and the secondfactor accountsfor the
Lorentz dilation of the decayof relativistic particles.The factor of 3 multiplying
the temperature crudely accounts for the averageenergyof a masslessspecies.We
ignore caseswhere two particles are nearly degeneratein mass,and we takeno
accountof quantumstatistics(Pauli blocking, Bose enhancement)in determining
our criteria. Evaluatingeq. (42) at Td = S MeV when the numberof degreesof
freedomis gaff =

MeV s
____ — � 1.3 x iO~. (43)

m
1 T~

We first consider neutrino decay in the simple singlet model of sect. 2.

Assumingthe neutrinomassis less than 5 meV, the constraintis

m 2 GeV q2f ~

(Me~V) ~ L’~ )O<5.8x10_6, (44)
where 0 = + g~~1(see eq. (9)) is an off-diagonal coupling strengthexpected

to be much less than one. If 0 and q2vCff/vI were equal to one, the decay
constraint is stronger than the scattering constraint for v> 14 GeV, but for
0 = i0~ they arecomparableat v = 140 GeV. For mC <30 eV and v> 100 GeV
neither constraint is restrictive,nor will eitherconstraintbecomemorestrict if we
dilute the neutrino—majoroncouplingby addingextra scalars.

With explicit symmetry breakingthe majorongets a massandwe mustconsider
the reactions,x ~ vi.’. Thesereactionsare more interestingthan neutrino decay
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since (a) theycanproceedthroughthe diagonalneutrinomajoroncoupling and(b)
the majoronmasscanbe larger than the neutrinomassandthisallows for a faster
decay.As an example,considerour toy model;with t’

1 = v2 = ii’, q1 = 2, q2 = ~, and

= 1, the constraintis

m, 2

(Me~’) ~

If we confine ourselvesto m~<30 eV then the constraint on i’ is quite weak,
i < 101(1 GeV. This is a fictitious constraint— the majoronmassincreasesabove10
MeV for v 5 x i0~,andfor massesabovethis our analysisdoesnot apply. In eq.
(45) the dependenceon i. arisesdue to the y

3/2 dependenceof mx. In other
modelsthis dependencewill differ, and so will the constraints,but generally for
neutrinomassesbelow 30 eV big-bangnucleosynthesisdoesnot poseany serious

constraints.

7. Supernovaconstraints

Since the SN 1987A neutrino pulse had its expected duration (0(10 s)), any
scenariowhere the supernovahas its energydrainedmore rapidly is ruledout. In

thisway it is possible[6] to put a constrainton the majoronluminosity. Assuming
the p particles are heavy, the largest contribution to the majoron luminosity will
comefrom the processesr’v —‘xx~ ~‘ —~ v~,and ~.‘ —s ~x,where the last is matter
induced, and is a consequence of the difference in energy between helicity states
[34]. Choi andSantamaria[61give the constraintsfrom theseprocessesas

m~GeV
~2X 10—8, (46)

T MeV
f’~Px: ~ �3X105, (47)

5 m~

m,
v—svx: —~-<8x107. (48)

The scattering constraint (eq. (46)) is slightly stronger than that from nucleosynthe-
sis (eq. (41)), whereas the off-diagonal inverse decay constraint (eq. (47)) is some
two orders of magnitude weaker than the corresponding constraint from nude-
osynthesis (eq. (43)), and the diagonal argument (eq. (48)) has no analog for the
early Universe. As with the nucleosynthesis constraints, one of the supernova
constraints are relevant if we confine ourselves to “reasonable” values, m,, <30 eV
and 1> 100 GeV. The constraints were based on requiring the majoron luminosity
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to be less than 3 x i0~~erg/sfor a 0.85 solarmasscore,with a radius of 10 km, at
a temperatureof 50 MeV. Although this condition is somewhatad hoc, similar
criteria in the study of axion emission have provenuseful as a guide to more

detailednumericalstudies[351.
In the presentcontextof a massivemajoronwe need to add inversemajoron

decayas an additional production mechanism.Actually, inverse majoron decay
alreadyoccursin standardmajoron models.The decayof a masslessmajoroninto
two positive helicity neutrinos can proceedas the analog to the helicity flipping
neutrino decaydiscussedby Choi andSantamaria[6]. The phasespaceconsidera-
tions are similar and the matrix element is the same, so we expect a similar
constraint.If the gravitationallyinducedmajoronmassis largerthan the effective

neutrino mass,then the phasespacewill be enhanced.We thereforeestimatethe
constraintfrom inversemajorondecayby scalingto eq.(48),

m m
vv—sx: 1~8x1O7lOOkeV’ (49)

where the neutrino effective massis of order 100 keV.
The supernovaconstraintsdo not apply if the majoronsare so strongly coupled

that they are trappedinsidea “majoron sphere”which has a blackbodyluminosity
of < iO~erg/s.Choi andSantamariaestimatethat the interaction~x —~ vx will
trap the majoronsif

m GeV 2
C >3x103. (50)

MeV v~ -

A comparisonwith the constraintsfrom nucleosynthesis(eq. (41)) shows that: if
majoronsare coupledstrongly enoughto be trapped,then they would be brought
into equilibrium in the early Universe. Thus, trapping is not a viable way of
evading the supernovaconstraint~. Rather, the supernovaconstraintsare an
extensionof the nucleosynthesisconstraint.This is a generalresult, the thermal
conditionsin the supernovaarenot so differentthan in the early Universe,but the
time scale required for trapping is shorter than the expansionrate in the early
Universeat comparabletemperatures.For exampleto trapin the core requiresan
interaction time less than the light crossing time of 3>< i0~ s, whereasthe
expansiontime at T = 50 MeV is 2 X i0” s. Actually, thereis an evenstronger
requirement[37]: to avoid excessheat transportin the supernovacore requires
significantly largercrosssectionsthan neededjust for trapping,whichwould lead
to evenstrongerdisagreementwith the nucleosynthesisconstraint.

The main weakness,apartfrom numerical uncertainty, with the constraints
summarizedaboveis that they rely on the standardcold core-bouncemodel of

* For a possibleexceptionto this, see ref. [36].
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type-lI supernovaebeing correct,but that scenariomay not be consistentwith the
hypothesizedmajoron parameters.The crucial point is that if lepton number is
stronglyviolated that the lepton degeneracymay be erasedon infall. The resultant
increasein entropymaycausea “thermal” bounce[38], andit is unknown whether
or not such a scenariocan producethe observedneutrino pulsefrom SN l987A.

Other constraintsmay arise if particles produced in the supernovadecay in
flight to observableparticleswhile on theway to Earth. In the majoron/neutrino

sector, the most readily observableparticle is the i~.Two scenarioshave been
discussed.(a) Heavy neutrinos emitted from the neutrino sphere can decay
producinga 10—20 MeV i1~ signal. Such a signal would have to be temporally

separatedfrom the primary neutrino pulsein orderto be readily identifiable [39].
(b) High energymajoronsfrom the corecandecayproducinga — 100 MeV signal
[40]. Sucha signalcanbe identified by its spectrum.Indeed,a singlehigh energy
eventcoincident with the primary neutrino burst would be significant. Since the
neutrino detection cross sections increasewith energy, only a fraction of the

supernovaenergymustbe emittedin high energyparticlesto producea signal. The
lack of any high energy eventscoincident with SN 1987A therefore places a
constrainton the productionprocessesfor majoronsthat decay into i~’swhich is
— oneorder of magnitudemore stringent in the amplitude than the limits in eq.

(46—48).

8. Summary

In this paperwe argue that physics at the Planck scalemay have interesting
consequencesfor majoron models. Majoron models contain a global symmetry

which, when broken, provides both for neutrino massesand relatively rapid
neutrino decay; however,gravity neednot respectglobal symmetries.Unless the
global symmetry arisesasan automaticconsequenceof a local symmetry,thereis
no reasonto expectthe symmetryto surviveat all in the low energyphenomenol-
ogy. To this end we haveconstructedexplicit models where B — L is a sponta-
neously broken local gaugesymmetry and the majoron arisesas the Goldstone
boson of a spontaneouslybroken “accidental” U(1) symmetry. By varying the
B — L chargeof a new scalar field in the model, the global symmetry can be
protectedagainst operatorswith dimension less than some power d. The most
interestingcasesare thosewhere d > 4, in which case the explicit breakingof
lepton numberis suppressedby ~

The result of explicitly breakingL is that the majorongets a mass,which may

haveinterestingconsequences.In addition,by invoking an automaticsymmetryto
protect against explicit symmetry breaking the majoron is necessarilya linear

composition of two scalar fields, only one of which couples to neutrinos. As a
result, the majoron coupling to neutrinosmay be suppressedfrom its value in
simpler majoronmodels.
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By appropriate choices of parameters the majorons may be stable, and thermal
relic majorons may play the role of dark matter. Alternatively, they may decay into
light neutrinoswith possibleconsequencesfor galaxyformation,or be so light and
weakly coupled that they have almost no observable consequences at all. If the
dimension of the gravitational operators is large enough, (d ~ 10), there is the
possibility of a coherentenergydensityin majorons,similar to that which arisesin

axion models.
If the majoron mass lies in the MeV region there will be consequences for

big-bang nucleosynthesis. For lighter (keV) majorons, as long as neutrino masses
lie below 30 eV neither neutrino annihilation into majorons nor inverse majoron

decay are likely to pose a problem for nucleosynthesis. Supernova constraints on
majoron models are hardly altered by the majoron’s mass, unless it exceeds a few
hundred MeV, which would suppress thermal majoron production in supernovae.
Suppression of the majoron—neutrino coupling can soften the constraints from
supernovae,evenfor light majorons.

Finally, there is not complete freedom in choosing the B—L charges for the
scalar fields in the theory. An inappropriate choice implies the formation of a
networkof cosmological strings and domain walls that cannot dissipate via self-in-
tersection.The energydensityin suchanetworkwould be prohibitively large,and

so such choicesare proscribed.
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